Abstract
Introduction
A WSN is consisting of sensor devices, whose size are small and are capable of wireless communication, and equipped with limited battery power. These sensors can be deployed in a sensing region to perform designed tasks, such as sensing the temperature or humidity within its sensing area. When a monitored event (e.g., a fire event in a forest) is detected by a sensor, it will be responsible for sending a warning message to notify a special node called the sink node. The supervisor will then be informed by the sink node through the Internet. Besides the above discussed usage, the applications of such a network are broad, including battlefield surveillance, weather monitoring, inventory and manufacturing processes, … etc [1] [2] [3] . In general, the sensors in a WSN are not able to be replaced or recharged when their batteries run out of power. A battery drained out sensor may cause several problems for the WSN, such as, a coverage hole problem, a communication hole problem, or even worse it may cause the WSN to cease functioning.
Most of the existing literature on sensor deployment problems focuses on how to deploy sensor devices in the sensing region so that coverage (or communication) holes will be avoided [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, how to conserve the usage of limited battery energy to maximize the network lifetime is an imperative research issue in WSNs. Proper sensor deployment policies can help to prolong the network lifetime of a WSN, which is the main objective of this paper. Sensors with mobility are known to be a good way to relieve the problem of artificial deployment incapability in harsh environments, and this problem has received much attention from researchers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The proposed deployment methods generally aim to design a distributed algorithm for mobile sensor self deployment. Initially, mobile sensors are placed in a small region around the sink; the algorithms will then regard the mobile sensors as magnetic particles (or gas molecules) and use equilibrium virtual forces (or diffusing equations) to move them iteratively until they uniformly cover the entire sensing region. Among the research works of movement-assisted sensor deployment, Mousavi et. al. [11] proposed a selfdeployment method called the Stochastic Deployment Routine (SDR), which uses a simulated annealing-like method as a mobile sensor moving strategy. Initially, the mobile sensors are located around coordinate (0,0) of a rectangle sensing region. The moving operation for each sensor during each round is illustrated using the example in Figure 1 , and is stated as follows. Let the current position of a mobile sensor X be in ) , ( 
monitoring rectangle called the Moving Rectangle (MR) be associated to X at the t-th moving round. Note that the size of the MR will be shrunk with a given ratio parameter for the next moving round. Thus the MR will become smaller and smaller as the moving rounds are executed. In the case of the size of the MR being smaller than a given threshold, then the algorithm will be terminated. 
(
The mobile sensor X will then move to its new position according to the computation of Eq (1) The SDR method and other moving-assisted deployment algorithms aim to uniformly distribute mobile sensors within the sensing region (see Figure  3 (a)). However, from the point of view of designing a long-lived WSN, the areas in which more messages are relayed (for example, areas near the sink node) or in which more frequent abnormal events occur, would require more sensors deployed than other areas (see Figure 3(b) ). In addition, obstacles (for instance, ponds or lakes) located in the sensing region (see Figure 3 (c)) is another case in which traditional self-deployment distributed algorithms will not work. An irregular sensor density deployment method is thus more practical than the regular sensor density deployment methods. Let the sensing region be S with size . Note that regular sensor density deployment is a special case of this model by letting
is not an integer, we can easily adjust the values, such that 1
In this paper, a long-lived irregular deployment function computing method for a WSN is firstly given. Then a distributed movement-assisted sensor deployment scheme for irregular sensor density, which is motivated by the regular deployment method, the SDR [11] , will be presented. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present the long-lived deployment function for a WSN. Section 3 will provide the proposed deployment scheme. The simulation results and concluding remarks are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. 
The long-lived deployment function
In this section, a long-lived deployment function for WSNs is presented, which was developed by our works in [18] . Firstly, we will use a pseudo graph called the communication graph to estimate the average energy consumption rate within each grid area as the WSN starts operating. The communication graph is used to approximately simulate the energy consumption behavior when abnormal event detecting and reporting tasks are performed in a WSN. Intuitively, the larger the average energy consumption value of a grid area, the more deployed energy is required. Thus, the deployment function
can be set to be proportional to the average energy consumption values to prolong the network lifetime of the WSN. As the deployment function f is determined, it can be used for both artificial deployment and movement-assisted self-deployment. For the artificial deployment, the ) ( i s f sensors can be uniformly placed into each grid
. For example, Figure 5 (a) gives a determined long-lived deployment function, and the deployment results for the artificial deployment are shown in Figure 5 (b). In the following, we will briefly describe how the long-lived deployment function is determined by using Figure 4 as an example. Given a sensing region S, we partition S into 
We call Eq. (3) Figure 4(b) ). 
The proposed method
The following assumptions are made for each mobile sensor. They are capable of moving and each mobile sensor can easily obtain the distance and direction of the sensors which are located within its monitoring region through the computation of the received signal strength of the beacon messages.
The deployment function f is also known to them.
In the following, we will describe an Irregular sensor Density Movement-assisted Deploying (IDMD) algorithm for WSNs. Initially, the n mobile sensors are located around the sink node where it is located at (0,0). For ease of illustrating the moving operation for a mobile sensor during each round, we will use the example in Figure 7 for discussion. Let the current position of a mobile sensor X be in 
Let L be the moving distance of mobile sensor X, starting from the current position ) , ( Each mobile sensor will perform the above moving operation round by round until the size of the IR is smaller than thres thres l l × , and then the algorithm of this mobile sensor terminates. As all of the mobile sensors cease relocating their positions, a self-deployment WSN will then be obtained. According to the above discussion, the mobile sensor need not be equipped with any position-finding facility (for example, GPS) or perform any location-aware algorithms when applying our proposed IDMD algorithm.
Simulation results
In our simulation, the purpose of the experiments was to compare the performance of our proposed IDMD algorithm with the SDR method. Three compared parameters were conducted for performance comparison; they are the coverage rate, network lifetime, and the deployment difference. The number of rounds of abnormal event detecting and reporting tasks which can be performed in the deployed WSN before the first sensor drains out its energy is defined as the network lifetime of the WSN. The routing algorithms follow the MCP algorithm [19] 
The simulations were made on n=150, 175, 200, 225, … , and 400. For each simulation case of n, at first, we randomly placed the n mobile sensors within the grid area 20 20 × 2 m around the sink node. We then applied the following three deployment methods 300 times for each simulation case of n: the SDR, the IDMD with the long-lived deployment function ( l f ), and the IDMD with the regular deployment function ( r f ) to compute the average coverage rate, average network lifetime, and the average deployment difference for each method. Note that the radio transmission and sensing ranges of each sensor device were set to 20m and 14.4m, respectively. Figures 9 and 10 give instances of the deploying results of SDR and IDMD with long-lived deployment function l f when n=400, respectively. Figure 11 shows the performance results for the network lifetime comparison. As shown in this figure, the IDMD method with function l f and when set d=5 obtains a longer-lasting network topology than SDR does in any case of n. Besides, the gap between IDMD and the SDR increases as n increases. Figure 12 shows the performance results for the deployment difference comparison. In this simulation, the IDMD outperforms the SDR, especially when n increases. In addition, the deployment difference results also show that the SDR method is not proper for irregular sensor density deployment, but our proposed IDMD method is. In the coverage rate comparison, the coverage rates of IDMD with deployment function r f (and l f ) are all greater than 0.99 (and 0.97), as shown in Figure 13 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a movement-assisted deployment method IDMD to extend the capability of traditional methods, which can only evenly distribute mobile sensors within the sensing region. A long-lived deployment function determination method is also proposed. The simulation results show that our proposed method gains considerable improvements in prolonging network lifetime, and decreases the difference between the deployment results with the objective, compared to other conventional deployment schemes. 
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